Based on a whole philosophy of life but above all in the maximization of resources to improve the living standards of the peasant family, the integral farm develops according to the search for a perfect balance of nature, achieving with this the no Generation of waste, but that all products and by-products are managed as food, fertilizer, fuel, etc., within the productive unit that is the peasant farm.

It seeks to teach to diversify agricultural production to increase income sources and not rely solely on a product, or wait a single time of the year to earn income, but rather the farm has a steady stream of resources for welfare of the peasant family, if they alter the environment and protect the water sources and forests.

Being a change of culture and demonstrating that the efficient use of resources in a farm can give effective fruits both from the family food part and economically with income without waiting for a harvest but all year, are the effective demonstration of the program Integral Farm, the results are evidenced in the change of mentality of the peasant family and the young peasants who see in this program an efficient alternative not to abandon their plot but by the other to get the most out of it, impacting In a positive way in the diminution of the cordons of misery of the great cities of the country.